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Abstract
We give a new construction of the holonomy groupoid of a regular foliation in terms of a
partial connection on a diffeological principal bundle of germs of transverse parametrisations.
We extend these ideas to construct a novel holonomy groupoid for any foliated bundle, which
we prove sits at the top of a hierarchy of diffeological jet holonomy groupoids associated to
the foliated bundle.
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1 Introduction
The concept of holonomy is thought of in the language of differential geometry as an equiva-
lence relation between smooth loops that is defined in terms of a certain first order differential
equation. More precisely, suppose we are given a fibre bundle πB : B → M and a connection
ω ∈ T ∗B ⊗ V B, which we think of as a vector bundle projection from the tangent bundle TB
onto the vertical bundle V B := ker(dπB) of B. To any smooth loop γ based at x ∈M we have
the differential equation
ω
(
∂tγ˜
)
= 0 (1)
subject to the constraint πB(γ˜) = γ, whose solutions γ˜ define a foliation of the restriction of
B to the image of γ. One thereby obtains a diffeomorphism T (γ)x of Bx, called the parallel
transport of γ, which is defined by sending any b ∈ Bx to the endpoint of the solution γ˜ through
b. The group of all such parallel transport diffeomorphisms is called the holonomy group of
ω at x - if in particular πB is a principal G-bundle for some Lie group G, then each T (γ)x is
an element of G. There is of course nothing stopping one from generalising this idea to paths
which are not loops - in this way one envisages a holonomy groupoid, consisting of equivalence
classes of paths whose parallel transport diffeomorphisms are equal.
From any foliated manifold (M,F) there arises a canonical diffeological groupoid H(M,F)
[41, 36, 20, 1, 3, 39], frequently called the holonomy groupoid of (M,F), whose constructions
so far have appeared to take on a different character in that they tend not to invoke bundles or
connections. In this paper, we unify the two notions of holonomy using diffeological fibre bundles
and partial connections thereon in the case of regular foliated manifolds, by which we mean
foliations whose leaves all have the same dimension. This unification is obtained by passing
from the category of smooth fibre bundles over smooth manifolds to diffeological fibrations over
diffeological spaces. The extra flexibility afforded by diffeology, which appears to be the most
natural category for many constructions relating to foliations [26, 39], permits the construction
of novel diffeological fibre bundles consisting of germs of smooth functions. Such bundles play a
crucial role in the theory we develop in this paper, and we believe they may be of independent
utility and interest.
Let us outline the contents of the paper. In the first section we assemble the necessary
background from the theory of regular foliated manifolds, including a detailed recollection of
Winkelnkemper’s construction of the holonomy groupoid. In this section we also recall Kamber
and Tondeur’s definition of foliated bundles, and give an account of the construction of the
associated transverse jet bundles. Despite jet bundle theory having been well-known in the
non-foliated context for decades, we have been unable to locate any literature which deals with
jet bundles in a foliated context. For this reason our exposition on this topic includes many
details.
The second section presents a quick account of the background needed from diffeology. Much
of this material is sourced from the marvellous book [28] and the papers [24, 25, 13]. We do,
however, introduce some new adaptions of old ideas to the diffeological context. Precisely, we
generalise Kamber and Tondeur’s concept of a partial connection in a fibre bundle to arbitrary
diffeological fibrations. We also introduce a diffeological version of the Moore path category
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P(X) for any diffeological space X, a diffeological category whose morphisms (γ, d) are smooth
paths γ into X from R+ := [0,∞), which are constant on [d,∞) for some d ∈ R+. Composition
of morphisms in this category is just concatenation of paths, which we show is smooth and
associative on the nose. Using the theory of diffeological tangent bundles from [24, 25, 13]
we also specialise these diffeological Moore path categories to objects which consist only of
paths whose tangents lie in some specified distribution, as is frequently required for foliations.
Precisely, for any diffeological space X and subbundle H of TX, PH(X) is the subcategory of
P(X) consisting of paths γ : R+ →M for which range(dγ) ⊂ H. We introduce in particular the
“leafwise path category” PT F (M) associated to any foliated manifold (M,F). Finally, inspired
by [38], we introduce the notion of a transport functor from P(X) to the structure groupoid
of a diffeological fibration πB : B → X, and introduce the holonomy groupoid H(T ) of such
a functor T as the diffeological quotient of P(X) by the “kernel” of T . We specialise this in
particular to the notion of a leafwise transport functor defined on the leafwise path category
PT F (M) of a foliated manifold (M,F).
In the third section, we consider a foliated manifold (M,F) of codimension q. We consider
the sheaf D(M,F) of so-called “distinguished functions” [36] on M , which are in effect local
parametrisations of leaves. We give a natural diffeology on the space Dg(M,F), consisting
of pairs (x, [f ]x) where x ∈ M and where [f ]x is the germ of a distinguished function at x,
under which the natural projection πDg(M,F) : Dg(M,F ) → M is a diffeological fibration,
carrying a principal right action of the diffeological group gDiff loc0 (R
q) of germs at 0 of local
diffeomorphisms of Rq defined in a neighbourhood of 0. A natural “leafwise” principal partial
connection H is constructed for Dg(M,F ), and we are then faced with the problem of lifting
smooth paths in M to paths in Dg(M,F) that are tangent to H. We obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.1. [Theorem 4.7] Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold. To each smooth, leafwise path
γ : R+ →M , with γ constant on some [d,∞) ⊂ R+, and each (x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F ), there exists
a unique smooth map γ[f ]x : R+ → Dg(M,F), with γ[f ]x(0) = (x, [f ]x), such that
1. range(dγ[f ]x) ⊂ H, and
2. πDg(M,F) ◦ γ[f ]x = γ.
The corresponding lifting map PT F (M)×s,Dg(M,F) Dg(M,F)→ PH(Dg(M,F)) is smooth.
The problem posed by Theorem 4.7, which amounts to the solution of a differential equation
in a diffeological space, is solved as though the underlying geometry were a (possibly non-
Euclidean) manifold - one solves the problem locally in parametrisations in whose coordinates
the problem is easily soluble, and patches these parametrisations together at the end. We see
in this approach a formalisation of the old ideas of Winkelnkemper [41] and Phillips [36] as
solutions to the parallel transport problem in the diffeological bundle of germs, and we prove
the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 4.10). The holonomy groupoid associated to partial connection H in
the bundle of germs Dg(M,F) is isomorphic, as a diffeological groupoid, to the Winkelnkemper-
Phillips holonomy groupoid.
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In the fourth and final section we consider a foliated bundle πB : B →M . In this case, there
are two “types” of holonomy one must consider. The first is the well-known vertical holonomy
defined by lifting leafwise paths in M to leafwise paths in B, giving rise to parallel transport
maps between the fibres of B arising from solutions to a differential equation of the form given
in Equation (1). This holonomy can be thought of as pertaining to parallel transport of 0-jets
of sections of B, and we call the associated holonomy groupoid H(Tπ0B
) the “fibre holonomy
groupoid” of the foliated bundle πB. One obtains in a similar way the fibre holonomy groupoids
H(TπkB
) of the foliated transverse jet bundles πkB : J
k
t (πB)→M .
The second is a kind of “horizontal holonomy”, which keeps track of entire transverse germs
of “distinguished sections” of B, which, in analogy with the distinguished functions of the
underlying foliation (M,F), parametrise leaves in M by leaves in B. A natural diffeology is
defined on the space Dg(πB) of germs of distinguished sections of πB , for which the natural
projection πDg(πB) : Dg(πB) → M is a diffeological fibration. We characterise this fibration as
an associated bundle for the principal bundle πDg(M,F) : Dg(M,F)→M , and exhibit a leafwise
partial connection Hg for Dg(πB). By similar arguments to those used in the proof of Theorem
1.1, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 5.9). Let πB : B →M be a foliated bundle. To each (γ, d) ∈ PT F (M)
and (x, [σ]x) ∈ Dg(πB), there is a unique smooth map γ[σ]x : R+ → Dg(πB), with γ[σ]x =
(x, [σ]x), such that
1. range(dγ[σ]x) ⊂ H
g, and
2. πDg(πB) ◦ γ[σ]x = γ.
The corresponding lifting map PT F (M)×s,πDg(piB) Dg(πB)→ PH
g(Dg(πB)) is smooth.
We refer to the holonomy groupoid H(Dg(πB)) arising from this theorem as the holonomy
groupoid of πB . In particular, when B = Fr(M/F) is the transverse frame bundle of any
foliation (M,F), then we show in Example 5.13 how recover the holonomy groupoid of (M,F)
as a special case of this general construction. Finally, we prove in Theorem 5.15 that this
holonomy groupoid sits at the top of a canonical hierarchy of diffeological holonomy groupoids
constructed from the foliations of the transverse jet bundles of πB .
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 5.15). Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle. Then for each k ∈ N,
there are surjective morphisms Πk,gB : H(TπgB ) → H(TπkB
) and Πk,k+1B : H(Tπk+1B
) → H(TπkB
) of
diffeological groupoids for which Πk,gB = Π
k,k+1
B ◦ Π
k+1,g
B . Consequently we have a tower
H(TπgB )
H(Tπ∞)
. . . H(Tπk+1B
) H(TπkB
) . . . H(TπB )
Π∞,gB
Πk+1,∞B Π
k,∞
B Π
0,∞
B
Πk,k+1B
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of diffeological groupoids, which we refer to as the hierarchy of holonomy groupoids for the
foliated bundle πB.
Let us conclude the introduction by remarking that we have deliberately chosen to phrase
our results only in the diffeological category, and do not speculate on how they may fit into
the topological category. There are several reasons for this, in addition to the relative niceness
of the diffeological category and the ease of its use. Firstly, while the holonomy groupoid of
a regular foliated manifold admits a reasonably well-behaved locally Hausdorff topology, the
holonomy groupoid of a general singular foliation does not [1]. Thus if one wishes to extend
our constructions to singular foliations one is better off working in the diffeological category
to start with. Secondly, there is already some indication that the tools for which one requires
topology, for instance C∗-algebras and bivariant K-theory, can already be made to work for
the diffeological holonomy groupoids of singular foliations [2] by working directly with plots.
Thus using the diffeological category does not preclude building upon the extensive work done
on studying foliations from the perspective of noncommutative geometry [18, 10, 27, 5, 23, 6,
9, 12, 7, 4, 8, 33, 32]. Finally, since de Rham cohomology works perfectly well for diffeological
spaces [28], the diffeological category seems to be the correct setting for better understanding
the equivariant cohomology of foliated manifolds [14, 17, 21, 15, 22, 19, 35, 16, 34] in a non-e´tale
context [31]. This will be presented in a future paper.
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2 Background on foliations
2.1 Foliations and the Winkelnkemper-Phillips holonomy groupoid
Recall that a codimension q foliation of a connected n-manifold M is an integrable subbundle
T F of TM of rank p := n − q. The maximal integral submanifolds of T F define a family of
mutually disjoint, p-dimensional immersed submanifolds of M called leaves, whose union is M .
It is convenient to describe such a foliation locally by charts of the following form.
Definition 2.1. A foliated chart of codimension q for an n-manifold M is a chart (U ⊂
M,ψ : U → Rn) for M , whose image is equipped with the foliation arising from the trivial
foliation Rn = Rp×Rq of Rn.
The preimages P y := ψ−1(Rp×{y}), y ∈ Rq are called the plaques of (U,ψ), while the
preimages Sx := ψ−1({x} × Rq), x ∈ Rp, are called the local transversals of (U,ψ). We will
often write ψ as the pair of submersions (x : U → Rp, y : U → Rq) defined by the compositions
of ψ with the projections from Rn onto Rp and Rq respectively, so that (U,ψ) = (U, x, y).
It is then a well-known fact [11, Ch. 2] that foliations of a manifold are in bijective corre-
spondence with atlases of foliated charts which satisfy an appropriate glueing condition.
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Definition 2.2. Let M be an n-manifold, let 0 ≤ q ≤ n and define p := n−q. A foliated atlas
of codimension q for M is a maximal family {(Uα, ψα = (xα, yα))}α∈A of foliated charts of
codimension q for M such that for all α, β ∈ A, the change of coordinates ψαβ := ψα ◦ ψ
−1
β :
ψβ(Uα ∩ Uβ)→ ψα(Uα ∩ Uβ) ⊂ R
p×Rq has the form
ψαβ(x
β , yβ) = (xαβ(x
β , yβ), yαβ(y
β)) (2)
for all (xβ , yβ) ∈ ψβ(Uα ∩ Uβ) ⊂ R
p×Rq. The yαβ have the cocycle property
yαβ = yαδ ◦ yδβ
on ψβ(Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uδ).
In less notation-heavy language, a foliated atlas for a manifold is an atlas of foliated charts
which are sufficiently nicely behaved that each plaque of any one member of the atlas meets at
most one plaque of any other member of the atlas, and does so in an open set of both plaques.
The leaves of the associated foliation are then the classes of the equivalence relation which
identifies any two points that may be connected by a path that may be covered by a chain of
intersecting plaques.
Definition 2.2 is useful for defining the holonomy diffeomorphisms associated to leafwise
paths in a foliation. Let γ be a path in a leaf of a foliated manifold (M,F), with startpoint
(source) x and endpoint (range) y. Let U = {U0, . . . , Uk} be a family of foliated charts covering
γ, with x ∈ U0 and y ∈ Uk, which is a chain in the sense that Ui ∩ Ui−1 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We refer to U0 and Uk as the initial and terminal charts respectively. Now any x
′ sufficiently
close to x in the local transversal through x associated to U0 is contained in a unique plaque
P0 of U0, and determines, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a plaque Pi of Ui such that
Pi ∩ Pi−1 6= 0.
Thanks to Definition 2.2, each Pi is uniquely determined by this constraint. In particular Pk
intersects the local transversal through y associated to Uk in a single point y
′, and we define
HUγ (x
′) := y′.
Winkelnkemper [41] referred to HUγ as a “holonomy diffeomorphism”, a nomenclature which,
for the sake of historical consistency, we will continue to use here. We will see in Section
4, however, that Winkelnkemper’s holonomy diffeomorphisms differ, in general, from “true”
holonomy transport maps by an element of the structure group of a particular diffeological
principal bundle.
Definition 2.3. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold, x and y points in a leaf L of F , and γ a
path connecting x and y that is entirely contained within L. For any chain U of foliated charts
covering γ, the associated local diffeomorphism HUγ is called the holonomy diffeomorphism
associated to γ and U.
Winkelnkemper’s goal in introducing holonomy diffeomorphisms was the construction of the
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graph (or, in more modern terminology, the holonomy groupoid) of a foliation. Before we recall
the construction of this groupoid, let us list the properties enjoyed by holonomy diffeomorphisms.
Proposition 2.4. [41, p. 59] Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold.
1. Suppose γ and γ′ are two leafwise paths with the same endpoints, and that there exist
chains U and U ′ covering γ and γ′ respectively that have the same initial and terminal
charts. If HUγ and H
U ′
γ′ have the same germ, then for any other pair V and V
′ of chart
chains with the same initial and terminal charts covering γ and γ′ respectively, HVγ and
HV
′
γ′ also have the same germ.
2. If γ and γ′ are homotopic leafwise paths with the same endpoints, and if U and U ′ are
chains covering γ and γ′ respectively that have the same initial and terminal charts, then
HUγ and H
U ′
γ′ have the same germ.
As a consequence of item 1. in Proposition 2.4 we can define an equivalence relation on
the set of paths in leaves by declaring two such paths to be equivalent if and only if they have
the same endpoints, and their associated holonomy diffeomorphisms, defined with respect to
one (hence any) covering chain of foliated charts, have the same germ. We denote by [γ] the
corresponding equivalence class of such a path γ. Item 2. in Proposition 2.4 guarantees that
we can represent any such class by a smooth path which moreover has sitting instants in the
following sense [38, Definition 2.1].
Definition 2.5. Let M be a manifold. A smooth path γ : [0, d] → M is said to have sitting
instants if γ is constant on a neighbourhood of 0 and of d.
Sitting instants have not been employed in the construction of the holonomy groupoid clas-
sically. Our purpose in introducing sitting instants is that it makes the concatenation of any
two smooth paths again a smooth path.
Let us now briefly recall Winkelnkemper’s construction of the holonomy groupoid H(M,F)
of a foliated manifold (M,F ) of codimension q. Although the alternative construction due to
J. Phillips [36] is in some ways more systematic, and in fact served as inspiration for the theory
we develop in this paper, elements of Winkelnkemper’s construction are necessary in proving
Theorem 4.10 on the isomorphism between our diffeological constructions and Winkelnkemper’s
more topological ones.
As a set, H(M,F) is the set of triples (y, x, [γ]), where [γ] is the equivalence class of a path γ
contained in a leaf of F , and where x and y are its startpoint and endpoint respectively. The set
H(M,F) is clearly a groupoid, with range and source defined by sending (y, x, [γ]) ∈ H(M,F)
to y and x respectively, with multiplication defined by
(z, y, [γ]) · (y, x, [η]) := (z, x, [γη]),
where γη denotes the concatenation of the paths γ and η, and with inversion defined by
(y, x, [γ]) 7→ (x, y, [γ−1]),
where γ−1 denotes the path γ with reversed orientation.
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A differential topology is defined on H(M,F) as follows. Fix (y, x, [γ]) ∈ H(M,F), and
choose a representative γ : [0, d] → M of [γ] and a chain U = {U0, . . . , Uk} of foliated charts
covering γ. For any t ∈ [0, d], let γt : [0, d]→M be the path defined by
γt(s) := γ
(
ts
d
)
, s ∈ [0, d], (3)
and let U t be a subchain of U that covers γ
t. For z contained in the domain of HUγ , we define
a path γz neighbouring γ by
γz(t) := H
Ut
γt (z), t ∈ [0, d], (4)
and we let Pz be the plaque in U0 through z and let Pγ·z be the plaque in Uk through H
U
γ (z).
We define a neighbourhood
V(y,x,γ,U) := {(b, a, [ηz ]) ∈ H(M,F) : b ∈ Pγ·z, a ∈ Pz}
of (y, x, [γ]) in H(M,F), where ηz is any path of the form sbγzsa, where sb is any path contained
entirely in the plaque Pγ·z joining H
U
γ (z) to b, and where sa is any path contained entirely in
the plaque Pz joining z to a. Coordinates are defined on V(y,x,γ,U) which send (b, a, [η]z) to
(xk(b), x0(a), y0(a)).
Definition 2.6. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold. With the coordinate neighbourhoods defined
above, H(M,F) is a locally Hausdorff Lie groupoid which we will call the Winkelnkemper-
Phillips holonomy groupoid.
We include Phillips in the terminology for his contribution [36] to the understanding of this
groupoid. We will see in Theorem 5.15 that the Winkelnkemper-Phillips holonomy groupoid
is the largest of an infinite hierarchy of holonomy groupoids defined by certain functors of
diffeological categories.
2.2 Foliated bundles and their jets
We recall some basic definitions given by Kamber and Tondeur [29]. Here we let M be an
n-dimensional manifold, and let G be a finite-dimensional Lie group, with Lie algebra g. If
πB : B → M is a fibre bundle, we denote by V B := ker(dπB) the subbundle of TB consisting
of tangents to the fibres. If πP is a principal G-bundle we denote by R : P ×G→ G the right
action of G on P .
Definition 2.7. Let πB : B →M be a fibre bundle. A partial connection on πB is a smooth
subbundle H of TB for which H ∩ V B is equal to the zero section.
Definition 2.8. A fibre bundle πB : B → M is said to be a foliated bundle if it admits a
partial connection T FB which is involutive.
If πP is a principal G-bundle, we say that πP is a foliated principal bundle if it is a
foliated bundle, whose subbundle T FP of TP is G-equivariant in the sense that Tp·g FP =
(dRg)pTpFP for all p ∈ P and g ∈ G.
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Note that if πB is a foliated bundle over M , then the involutivity of the distinguished
subbundle T FB both integrates to a foliation FB of B, and induces a foliation FM of M for
which T FM is the involutive subbundle (dπB)(T FB) of TM . Kamber and Tondeur define
what is meant by a connection on πB which is adapted to this foliated structure.
Definition 2.9. Let πB be a foliated bundle over M . A connection ω ∈ Ω
1(B;V B) is said to
be adapted to FB if T FB ⊂ ker(ω).
Similarly, if πP is a foliated principal G-bundle over M , a principal connection ω ∈ Ω
1(P ; g)
is said to be adapted to FP if T FP ⊂ ker(ω).
Any fibre bundle itself captures only the pointwise behaviour (that is, the 0-jets) of any of
its sections. Thus a bundle can be thought of as the bundle of 0-jets of its sections. In order
to capture more detailed information about the behaviour of sections, one must consider higher
order jet bundles. Since these ideas have not yet been explicated for foliated bundles, we give
details where necessary. They appear in the non-foliated context in, for instance, [37].
We will be concerned primarily with what we call distinguished sections of foliated bun-
dles. In order to define them we will need the notion of distinguished functions [36] in foliated
manifolds.
Definition 2.10. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q, with associated foliated
atlas {(Uα, ψα)}α∈A. A distinguished function on (M,F) is a smooth, R
q-valued function f
defined on an open subset dom(f) of M , such that for each x ∈ dom(f) there is a foliated chart
(Uα, xα, yα) containing x with Uα ⊂ dom(f) such that f |Uα = yα.
Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle, and let q be the codimension of the induced foliation
FM of M . Let x ∈ M . A distinguished section of πB is a section σ of πB defined on some
open subset dom(σ) of M , such that there is a distinguished function f : dom(σ) → Rq and a
smooth function σf : range(f)→ B such that σ = σf ◦ f .
We will be concerned later with capturing the germinal behaviour of such distinguished
sections. For now, we consider only their behaviour up to 1-jets.
Definition 2.11. Let πB be a foliated bundle over M , and denote the codimension of FM by
q. Let S ⊂ Rq be an open neighbourhood of the origin. Let b ∈ B with πB(b) = x, and let σ and
σ′ be distinguished sections of πB defined in a neighbourhood of x, with σ(x) = b = σ
′(x). We
say that σ and σ′ have the same transverse 1-jet at x if we have dσx = dσ
′
x.
The relation “σ ∼ σ′ if and only if σ and σ′ have the same transverse 1-jet” defines an
equivalence relation on the set of distinguished local sections σ of πB defined in a neighbourhood
of x with σ(x) = b. The set of equivalence classes of such sections is denoted J1t (πB)b (the “t”
here stands for “transverse”), and the equivalence class of such a section σ is denoted j1x(σ) and
referred to as the transverse 1-jet at x of the section s. Define J1t (πB) :=
⊔
b∈B J
1
t (πB)b and let
π0,1B : J
1
t (πB)→ B be the map that sends J
1
t (πB)b to b.
We equip J1t (πB) with a differentiable structure as follows. Let F be the typical fibre of B,
and let us consider a foliated chart Uα in B, which we may assume without loss of generality
to be contained in the domain of some local trivialisation τα : B|πB(Uα) → πB(Uα)× F . Hence
we may regard πB(Uα) as a foliated chart in M , with foliated coordinates ψ
M
α = (xα, yα).
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Denoting by fα coordinates on (projF ◦τα)(Uα), and by f˜α the composite fα ◦ projF ◦τα, our
foliated coordinates on Uα can be written
ψBα := (xα, yα, fα) : Uα → R
dim(M)−q ×Rq ×Rdim(F ) .
Denote points in the image of these coordinates using superscripts (xα, yα, fα). If σ is a distin-
guished local section of πB, defined in neighbourhood of x ∈ πB(Uα) and with σ(x) = b ∈ Uα,
then for notational simplicity denote the composite
fα ◦ projF ◦τα ◦ σ ◦ ϕ
−1
α : R
dim(M)−q ×Rq → Rdim(F )
by f j
1σ
α . Then the 1-jet j1x(σ) of σ at x is determined by the q × dim(F ) coordinate derivative
matrix
∂f j
1σ
α
∂yα
(yα(x)),
which depends only on the transverse coordinates yα(x) because σ is distinguished. Defining
∂f˜α
∂yα
: (π0,1B )
−1(Uα)→ R
q dim(F ) by
∂f˜α
∂yα
(j1x(σ)) :=
∂f j
1σ
α
∂yα
(yα(x)),
we thereby obtain coordinates
ψ
J1t (πB)
α :=
(
xα, yα, f˜α,
∂f˜α
∂yα
)
(5)
on (π0,1B )
−1(Uα).
Remark 2.12. Note that if πB is a flat bundle, then the codimension of the induced foliation
on M is zero. In this case, any two local sections of B defined about x ∈ M which have the
same value at x automatically have the same transverse 1-jet, and we simply have J1t (πB) = B.
Proposition 2.13. Let πB be a foliated bundle, let N FM →M be the normal bundle associated
to the induced foliation FM of M and let N
∗FM →M be its dual. Then the coordinates defined
above give the set J1t (πB) a dim(B) + q dim(F )-dimensional manifold structure, with respect
to which πJ1t (πB),B : J
1
t (πB) → B is a foliated affine bundle modelled on the vector bundle
V B ⊗ π∗B(N
∗ FM ) over B.
Proof. Let us consider two foliated charts Uα and Uβ for B, with associated coordinates defined
as above, and assume that Uα ∩ Uβ is nonempty. Thus in particular Uα and Uβ are contained
in the domains of local trivialisations τα and τβ respectively. Since B is a foliated bundle, the
transition function tαβ : πB(Uα ∩ Uβ)→ Aut(F ) associated to the trivialisations τα and τβ can
be written in terms of only the transverse coordinates
tαβ(x) = ταβ(yβ(x)) = ταβ(y
β)
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for all x ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ. Denoting
Lαβ(y
β, fβ) := (fα ◦ tαβ(y
β) ◦ f−1β )(f
β),
our change of coordinate map in going from β-coordinates to α-coordinates can be written
(
xαβ(x
β, yβ), yαβ(y
β), Lαβ(y
β, fβ)
)
, (xβ, yβ , fβ) ∈ ψBβ (Uα ∩ Uβ), (6)
where xαβ and yαβ the leafwise and transverse change of coordinate maps on ψ
M
β (Uα ∩ Uβ)
respectively. Now let σ be a distinguished local section of πB taking values in Uα ∩Uβ. By the
chain rule we have
∂f j
1σ
α
∂yα
=
∂f j
1σ
α
∂yβ
∂yβα
∂yα
,
while from the coordinates in (6), we have
f j
1σ
α (y
β) = Lαβ(y
β , f j
1σ
β (y
β)). (7)
Differentiating Equation (7) with respect to yβ, we find that
∂f j
1σ
α
∂yα
=
∂Lαβ
∂fβ
∂f j
1σ
β
∂yβ
∂yβα
∂yα
+
∂Lαβ
∂yβ
∂yβα
∂yα
. (8)
All functions appearing in Equation (8) are smooth, so that J1t (πB) is indeed a smooth manifold.
Moreover Equation (8) exhibits that the change of coordinates in the fibres of πJ1t (πB),B is an
affine transformation, and it is evident in our coordinates that the modelling vector bundle is
indeed V B ⊗ π∗B(N
∗ FM ).
Since the matrix-valued functions
∂Lαβ
∂fβ
,
∂Lαβ
∂yβ
and
∂yβα
∂yα depend on the transverse coordinates
yα and fα only, we see moreover that J1t (πB) carries a natural foliation F1 which is seen from
the foliated coordinates to descend under π0,1B to the foliation FB of B.
Definition 2.14. If πB is a foliated bundle, then the bundle π
0,1
B → B is called the transverse
1-jet bundle of πB.
Remark 2.15. One can in essentially the same fashion as above define the transverse k-jet
bundle of any foliated bundle πB by looking at k-jets of distinguished sections. In this case, two
distinguished sections σ and σ′ defined around x, with σ(x) = b = σ′(x) have the same k-jet at
x if in a foliated coordinates (xα, yα, fα) about b in B, one has equality of the partial derivatives
∂|I|f j
1σ
α
∂(yα)I
(yα(x)) =
∂|I|f j
1σ′
α
∂(yα)I
(yα(x))
for all multi-indices I with |I| ≤ k. One defines Jkt (πB) to be the disjoint union over all x ∈M
of k-jet equivalence classes of distinguished sections at x, and obtains coordiantes
(
xα, yα, f˜α,
∂f˜α
∂yα
,
∂|I|=2f˜α
∂yIα
, . . . ,
∂|I|=kf˜α
∂yIα
)
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defined in a similar fashion to the k = 1 case, giving Jkt (πB) a manifold structure. One then
obtains a tower
Jkt (πB)
πk−1,kB−−−−→ Jk−1t (πB)
πk−2,k−1B−−−−−−→ · · ·
π2,1B−−→ J1t (πB)
π0,1B−−→ B
of foliated affine bundles by similar (albeit far more tedious) arguments to those used in Propo-
sition 2.13. We denote by πkB : J
k
t (πB) → M and by π
l,k
B : J
k
t (πB) → J
l
t(πB) the projec-
tions, and obtain thereby a projective system of manifolds. We denote the projective limit
of these manifolds in the diffeological category (see Definition 3.3) by J∞t (πB), with projection
π∞B : J
∞
t (πB)→M . These higher order jet bundles play a key role in the hierarchy of holonomy
groupoids that we will consider in Theorem 5.15.
Remark 2.16. Note that if πP is a foliated principal G-bundle, then for each k ≥ 1, the
transverse k-jet bundle πJkt P
: Jkt P →M carries a natural right action of G defined by
(jkxs, g) 7→ j
k
x(s · g)
for all jkxs ∈ J
k
t P and g ∈ G. This fact will not play a large role in the theory we develop in
this paper.
3 Diffeology
3.1 Basic definitions
Diffeology provides a convenient and easy differential structure for the space of smooth paths
in leaves of a foliated manifold. We recall the relevant definitions here, following [28].
Definition 3.1. Let X be a set. A parametrisation in X is any function ϕ : U → X from
an open subset U of Euclidean space to X. A diffeology on X is a set D of parametrisations,
for which:
1. every constant parametrisation in X is contained in D,
2. whenever ϕ : U → X is a parametrisation, and for every u ∈ U there exists an open
neighbourhood V of u in U such that ϕ|V belongs to D, one has ϕ ∈ D, and
3. for every element ϕ : U → X of D, and for every open subset V of Euclidean space and
for every smooth function f : V → U , one has ϕ ◦ f ∈ D.
We call the tuple (X,D) a diffeological space, although will usually omit the D from notion.
We refer to the elements of D as the plots of X.
Example 3.2. Any smooth manifold M is naturally a diffeological space, whose plots are all
those smooth (in the usual sense) parametrisations ϕ : U → M , where U is an open subset
of any Euclidean space. Smooth manifolds are a full faithful subcategory of the category of
diffeological spaces, which can be characterised as all those diffeological spaces that are locally
diffeomorphic to Euclidean space.
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Let us give some immediate definitions of natural diffeologies associated to products, sub-
spaes and limits.
Definition 3.3. Let X be a diffeological space.
1. If Y is any other diffeological space, the product X × Y carries a natural diffeology, called
the product diffeology, whose plots are all those parametrisations ϕ : U → X × Y such
that projX ◦ϕ and projY ◦ϕ are plots of X and Y respectively.
2. If Z is any subset of X, with inclusion ι : Z →֒ X, then Z inherits a natural diffeology,
called the subspace diffeology, whose plots are all those parametrisations ϕ : U → Z for
which the composite ι ◦ ϕ : U → X is a plot of X.
3. If (Xi)i∈I is a family of diffeological spaces, and (φij : Xj → Xi)i≤j is projective family of
smooth maps, so that φii = id and φij = φik ◦ φkj, their diffeological projective limit
is the set
X := lim
i
Xi = {~x ∈ Πi∈IXi : φij(xj) = xi for all i ∈ I},
equipped with the coarsest diffeology so that each projection X → Xi is smooth.
Smooth functions between diffeological spaces are defined naturally as those functions whose
composite with any plot is again a plot.
Definition 3.4. Let X and Y be diffeological spaces. A function f : X → Y is said to be
smooth if, whenever ϕ : U → X is a plot of X, the composition f ◦ ϕ : U → Y is a plot of Y .
Using Definition 3.4, we can define a natural diffeology on the set of smooth functions
between any two diffeological spaces.
Definition 3.5. Let X and Y be diffeological spaces. The set C∞(X,Y ) of all smooth maps
from X to Y can be equipped with the functional diffeology, whose plots are by definition all
those parametrisations ϕ : U → C∞(X,Y ) for which the map
ϕ˜ : (u, x) 7→ ϕ(u)(x)
is a smooth function U ×X → Y with respect to the product diffeology on U ×X.
Functional diffeologies are applicable more generally to spaces of locally defined functions
as follows. Let M and N be smooth manifolds. By a locally defined smooth function we mean
a smooth function f : dom(f) → N , where dom(f) is an open subset of M , regarded with its
inherited differentiable structure. We denote by C∞loc(M,N) the set of all locally defined smooth
functions. We declare a parametrisation ρ : U → C∞loc(M,N) to be a plot if for each u ∈ U ,
there exists an open neighbourhood V of u in U and an open subset W of dom(ρ(u)) in M such
that W ⊂ dom(ρ(v)) for all v ∈ V , and such that the map V ×W ∋ (v, x) 7→ ρ(v)(x) ∈ N is
smooth. The arguments of the proof of [28, 1.63] show that the set of such plots is indeed a
diffeology for C∞loc(M,N).
Definition 3.6. Let M and N be smooth manifolds. The diffeology on C∞loc(M,N) defined
immediately above is called the functional diffeology on C∞loc(M,N).
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The notion of a smooth function between diffeological spaces also enables the definition of
pullback and pushforward diffeologies.
Definition 3.7. Let X and Y be sets, and let f : X → Y be a function.
1. If Y has a diffeology, then X inherits a natural diffeology called the pullback diffeology
from f , whose plots are precisely those parametrisations ϕ : U → X for which f ◦ϕ : U →
Y is a plot of Y . The pullback diffeology on X is the smallest diffeology such that f is
smooth.
2. If X has a diffeology, then Y inherits a natural diffeology called the pushforward diffe-
ology from f , in which a parametrisation ϕ : U → Y is declared to be a plot if and only
if for each u ∈ U , there exists an open neighbourhood V of u in U such that either ϕ|V
is constant, or there exists a plot ϕ˜ : V → X such that ϕ|V = f ◦ ϕ˜. The pushforward
diffeology on Y is the smallest diffeology such that f is smooth.
Having defined the pullback and pushforward diffeologies, let us now give two particularly
important specialisations of smooth functions between diffeological spaces.
Definition 3.8. Let X and Y be diffeological spaces, and let f : X → Y be a smooth map.
1. The function f is said to be a subduction if f is surjective, and if the diffeology on Y is
equal to the pushforward diffeology from f .
2. The function f is said to be an induction if f is injective, and if the diffeology on X is
equal to the pullback diffeology from f .
Definition 3.4 also allows us to introduce a notion of “diffeological category”, which will play
a central role in this paper. Categories C considered in this paper have objects and morphisms
denoted obj(C) and mor(C) respectively, and we will always identify obj(C) with the subset
of mor(C) obtained by identifying any object with its identity morphism. We will moreover
frequently identify C with mor(C).
Definition 3.9. A diffeological category is a small category C together with a diffeology D
on mor(C) for which the source s : mor(C) → obj(C) and range r : mor(C) → obj(C) are
smooth maps with respect to the subspace diffeology on obj(C), and for which the composition
mor(C)×r,s mor(C) → mor(C) is smooth with respect to the subspace diffeology of the product
diffeology on mor(C)×r,s mor(C) ⊂ mor(C)×mor(C). A diffeological category C is said to be
a diffeological groupoid if C is a groupoid, and the inversion is smooth.
3.2 Tangent bundles
In giving our new definition of the holonomy groupoid of a foliation, we will need the notions
of tangent spaces and tangent bundles for diffeological spaces. There is currently no canonical
definition for these objects which is suitable for all purposes. The notion we will use is that
of internal tangent spaces and bundles defined essentially using smooth curves, which is due
originally to G. Hector [24]. The exposition we follow here is largely derived from [24, 25, 13].
We begin by defining what we mean by a “diffeological vector bundle” over a diffeological
space, which is referred to in [13] as a “vector space over a diffeological space”.
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Definition 3.10. Let X be a diffeological space. A diffeological vector bundle over X is
a diffeological space V , a smooth map πV : V → X, and a vector space structure on each fibre
π−1V ({x}), x ∈ X, such that the addition map V ×X V → V , the scalar multiplication map
R×V → V and the zero section X → V are all smooth.
Let X be a diffeological space and let x ∈ X. We denote by G(X,x) the category of plots
centred at x, whose objects are plots ρ : U → X, where U is a connected open neighbourhood
of 0 and where ρ(0) = x, and whose morphisms [φ]0 ∈ morG(X,x)(ρ : U → X, ρ
′ : U ′ → X)
are germs of smooth functions φ : U → U ′ at zero such that [ρ]0 = [ρ
′ ◦ φ]0. There is then a
functor F : G(X,x) → Vect into the category of vector spaces and smooth maps, which sends
any object ρ : U → X to the vector space T0U , and sends any morphism [φ]0 in morG(X,x)(ρ :
U → X, ρ′ : U ′ → X) to the linear map dφ0 : T0U → T0U
′.
Definition 3.11. Let X be a diffeological space and let x ∈ X. The internal tangent space
TxX at x is the colimit of the functor G(X,x)→ Vect.
Thus, as a set, the internal tangent space TxX of a pointed diffeological space (X,x) may
be described as follows. Let
T xX :=
⊕
ρ∈obj(G(X,x))
T ρ
be the direct sum over the tangent spaces T ρ := T0U of plots ρ : U → X centered at X, and
for each such ρ let jρ : Tρ → T xX be the inclusion. Then TxX is the quotient of T xX by the
subspace generated by all vectors of the form
jρ(ξ)− jρ′
(
(dφ)0(ξ)
)
, ξ ∈ T ρ, [φ]0 ∈ morG(X,x)(ρ, ρ
′). (9)
Given a plot ρ : U → X centered at x and a tangent vector ξ ∈ T ρ, we denote by ρ∗(ξ) the
class of the element jρ(ξ) in TxX. Clearly then ρ∗ : T ρ → TxX is a linear map, and if ρ is a
constant plot then ρ∗(ξ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ Tρ.
This categorical definition yields the familiar notion of tangent vectors as arising from
smooth curves.
Proposition 3.12. [13, Proposition 3.3] Let X be a diffeological space and let x ∈ X. Then
every element of TxX is a finite linear combination of vectors ρ∗(∂t), where ρ : U → X is a plot
centred at x, and where ∂t ∈ T0U is the standard basis vector.
One has a natural tangent map associated to any smooth function of diffeological spaces,
defined as follows.
Definition 3.13. Let f : X → Y be a smooth map of diffeological spaces, and let x ∈ X. The
tangent map of f at x is the function dfx : TxX → Tf(x)Y defined by
dfx
(
ρ∗(∂t)
)
:= (f ◦ ρ)∗(∂t)
for any plot ρ of X centered at x, and extended by linearity.
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The construction of the tangent bundle of a diffeological space now follows in an analogous
way as for manifolds. Namely, one defines the tangent bundle to be the disjoint union of the
tangent spaces and declares the tangent maps to the plots to be plots of the tangent bundle.
Definition 3.14. Let X be a diffeological space, and consider the set
TX :=
⊔
x∈X
TxX.
For any plot ρ : U → X of X and u ∈ U , let τu : v 7→ v + u denote translation by the vector u
so as to obtain from U a neighbourhood τ−1u U of 0 and a plot ρ ◦ τu : τ
−1
u (U)→ X centred at x.
Define dρ : TU → TX by the formula
dρ(u, ξ) :=
(
ρ(u), (ρ ◦ τu)∗(ξ)
)
, (u, ξ) ∈ TU = U × Rn .
The Hector diffeology on TX is the diffeology generated by the dρ : TU → TX defined for all
plots ρ : U → X. The dvs diffeology on TX is the smallest diffeology containing the Hector
diffeology for which πTX : TX → X is a diffeological vector bundle.
The reason for using the dvs diffeology on the tangent bundle TX of X is that the fibrewise
addition and scalar multiplication operations need not be smooth for the Hector diffeology [13].
This is essentially due to the fact that plots of the form dρ : TU → TX need not cover TX.
Plots ϕ : U → TX in the dvs diffeology are characterised by the property that for each u ∈ U ,
there is a neighbourhood V of u in U and a plot x : V → X, a finite family of plots ρi : V → TX
from the Hector diffeology such that πTX ◦ρi = x, and a finite family of smooth maps ri : V → R
such that
ϕ(v) =
n∑
i=1
ri(v)ρi(v)
for all v ∈ V .
Finally, we have the obvious extension of Definition 3.13 to full tangent bundles.
Definition 3.15. Let f : X → Y be a smooth map of diffeological spaces. Then the map
df : TX → TY defined by
df(x, ρ∗(∂t)) := (f(x), (f ◦ ρ)∗(∂t))
for any plot ρ : U → X centred at x, and extended by linearity in each fibre, is called the
pushforward of f .
By [13, Proposition 4.8], if f : X → Y is a smooth map of diffeological spaces, then
df : TX → TY is a smooth map of their tangent bundles.
3.3 Diffeological groups, principal bundles, and partial connections
A key structure in the theory developed in this paper is that of a diffeological fibration. In
order to define it, we follow [28, Chapter 8] in first introducing the structure groupoid of a
diffeological surjection, which is instrumental in the definition of our holonomy groupoids.
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Let πB : B → X be a smooth surjection of diffeological spaces. For each pair x, y ∈ X,
denote by Diff(Bx, By) the set of (diffeological) diffeomorphisms from the fibre Bx onto the fibre
By. We denote by Aut(πB) the category for which
obj(Aut(πB)) = X
and
morAut(πB)(x, y) = Diff(Bx, By), (x, y) ∈ X ×X.
Composition in this category is simply composition of diffeomorphisms, and since diffeomor-
phisms are invertible Aut(πB) is of course a groupoid. As is usual, we will identify the groupoid
Aut(πB) with its set of morphisms, where each x in the unit space X can be identified with the
identity morphism idBx ∈ Diff(Bx, Bx). Let us denote the range and source of Aut(πB) by r
and s respectively.
We equip Aut(πB) with a diffeology by declaring a parametrisation ϕ : U → Aut(π) to be
a plot if and only if the maps
ϕs : U ×s◦ϕ,πB B ∋ (u, b) 7→ ϕ(u)(b) ∈ B, (10)
ϕr : U ×r◦ϕ,πB B ∋ (u, b) 7→ ϕ(u)
−1(b) ∈ B, (11)
and
(r, s) ◦ ϕ : U → X ×X (12)
are smooth. We call this diffeology the functional diffeology on Aut(πB) - it is the smallest
diffeology under which Aut(πB) is a diffeological groupoid and for which the evaluation map
ev : Aut(πB)×s,πB B ∋ (f, b) 7→ f(b) ∈ B is smooth.
Definition 3.16. Let πB : B → X be a smooth surjection of diffeological spaces. The groupoid
Aut(πB), equipped with the functional diffeology, is called the structure groupoid of πB.
Diffeological fibre bundles are those diffeological surjections whose structure groupoids are
sufficiently well-behaved.
Definition 3.17. A smooth surjection πB : B → X is called a diffeological fibration if the
characteristic map (r, s) : Aut(πB)→ X ×X of its structure groupoid is a subduction.
That the characteristic map (r, s) : Aut(πB) → X × X of the structure groupoid of a
diffeological surjection is a subduction means that all fibres of πB are diffeomorphic. Thus the
notion of “typical fibre” makes sense for a diffeological fibration, but need not for a general
diffeological surjection.
An important subclass of diffeological fibrations are diffeological principal bundles. Such
objects have diffeological groups as their fibres.
Definition 3.18. A diffeological group is a group G that is equipped with a diffeology for
which the multiplication and inversion maps are smooth.
Diffeological principal bundles associated to diffeological groups are now defined in terms of
inductions (see Definition 3.8).
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Definition 3.19. Let G be a diffeological group. A smooth right action R of G on a diffeological
space P is said to be principal if the map
P ×G ∋ (p, g) 7→ (p,Rg(p)) ∈ P × P
is an induction. Given such an action, equip P/G with the pushfoward diffeology from the
quotient q : P → P/G, and declare a diffeological surjection πP : P → X to be a diffeological
principal G-bundle if there exists a diffeomorphism f : X → P/G such that f ◦ πP = q.
If πP : P → X is a diffeological principal G-bundle, then the action of G on P is automati-
cally free. Moreover the surjection πP : P → X is a diffeological fibration with typical fibre G
[28, p. 243].
For the construction of holonomy groupoids, we will be concerned with partial connections
of such principal bundles, which are defined in an analogous manner to Definition 2.7. This
definition does not currently appear in the literature.
Definition 3.20. Let πB : B → X be a diffeological fibration. A partial connection for πB
is a subbundle H of TB such that, for each b ∈ B, the differential dπB restricts to a linear
injection Hb → TπB(b)X.
If in particular G is a diffeological group and πP : P → X is a diffeological principal
G-bundle, with principal action R : P × G → P , a partial connection H on πP is called a
principal partial connection if it is equivariant under the action of G. That is, denoting
by dRg : TP → TP the differential of the action of g ∈ G on P , H is said to be principal if
dRg(Hp) = Hp·g.
“Full” connections of course could be defined in a similar way, but will not be required for
our constructions in this paper.
3.4 The diffeological Moore path category
For the entirety of this subsection we denote by X a diffeological space, and by R+ = [0,∞)
the set of non-negative real numbers, equipped with the subspace diffeology from R (that is, we
consider R+ as a manifold with boundary). We extend the Moore path category from algebraic
topology [40, Ch. III, Sec. 2] to the setting of diffeological spaces.
Definition 3.21. The Moore path category of X is the small category P(X) with
1. object set obj(P(X)) = X,
2. morphism set mor(P(X)) consisting of pairs (γ, d), where d ∈ R+ is called the duration,
and γ : [0,∞) → X is a smooth map with sitting instants, in the sense that it is
constant in a neighbourhood of 0 and of [d,∞). The source of (γ, d) is γ(0) and its range
is γ(d). Composition of morphisms is defined by (γ1, d1)◦(γ2, d2) := (γ1γ2, d1+d2), where
γ1γ2 is the path
γ1γ2(t) =


γ2(t), for t ≤ d2
γ1(t− r2), for d2 ≤ t <∞
.
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To any x ∈ X = obj(P(X)), the corresponding identity morphism is (γx, 0) ∈ mor(P(X)),
where γx is the constant map sending R+ to x.
Note our departure from the usual Moore path category in requiring that our paths have
sitting instants (see Definition 2.5) - this is so that concatenation of smooth paths remains
smooth. The inclusion of durations in the definition of the Moore path category means that
the concatenation of paths therein is associative on-the-nose, in contrast with the space one
would obtain by considering only paths defined on [0, 1], for instance. Since we are interested
in doing calculus with the leafwise path category, we must equip it with a differential structure.
Diffeology provides the easiest way of doing this.
Proposition 3.22. Equip C∞(R+,X) × R+ with the product diffeology arising from the func-
tional diffeology on C∞(R+,X) and the standard diffeology on R+. Then P(X) ⊂ C
∞(R+,X)×
R+ inherits the subspace diffeology to become a diffeological category.
Proof. Let us first show that the source s : mor(P(X))→ obj(P(X)) is smooth. The proof for
the range is similar. Suppressing the inclusions of obj(P(X)) into mor(P(X)) and of P(X) into
C∞(R+;X) × R+ for simplicity, we must show that for any plot ϕ : U → P(X), each of the
composites
projC∞(R+;X) ◦s ◦ ϕ : U → C
∞(R+;X), projR+ ◦s ◦ ϕ : U → R+
are plots. We easily see that projR+ ◦s ◦ϕ is the constant map U ∋ u 7→ 0 ∈ R+, so is a plot by
definition. On the other hand, for u ∈ U we compute
(projC∞(R+;X) ◦s ◦ ϕ)(u) = ϕ(u)(0) = (ev0 ◦projC∞(R+;X) ◦ϕ)(u),
where ev0 : C
∞(R+;X) → X is the evaluation map f 7→ f(x). Since the evaluation maps are
always smooth in the functional diffeology [28, Sec. 1.57], we conclude that projC∞(R+;X) ◦s ◦ϕ
is indeed a plot, and therefore s : mor(P(X))→ obj(P(X)) is smooth.
It remains only to show that the composition of morphismsm : mor(P(X))×r,smor(P(X))→
mor(P(X)) is smooth. Let therefore ϕ : U → mor(P(X)) ×r,s mor(P(X)) be a plot, so that
composites with the projections proj1 ◦ϕ : U → mor(P(X)) and proj2 ◦ϕ : U → mor(P(X))
onto the first and second factors respectively are plots of mor(P(X)). We must show that
m ◦ ϕ : U → mor(P(X)) is a plot. For ease of notation, let us write
di(u) := (projR+ ◦proji ◦ϕ)(u)
for the durations of (proji ◦ϕ)(u) ∈ mor(P(X)), i = 1, 2. We then compute
(m ◦ ϕ)(u)(t) =


(proj2 ◦ϕ)(u)(t), for 0 ≤ t ≤ d2(u)
(proj1 ◦ϕ)(u)(t − d2(u)), for d2(u) ≤ t <∞.
Since the proji ◦ϕ are plots, it follows that the function m˜ ◦ ϕ : U×R+ ∋ (u, t) 7→ (m◦ϕ)(u)(t) ∈
X is smooth, hence that m ◦ϕ is a plot of mor(P(X)), giving smoothness of m as claimed.
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Of course, paths can be “inverted” by simply reversing their orientation. While this opera-
tion does not define a genuine inversion operation on the Moore path category, it is smooth with
respect to the diffeology thereon and, as we will see, descends to give inverses in diffeological
quotients of geometric interest.
Proposition 3.23. For a pair (γ, d) ∈ P(X), define a new pair (γ−1, d) ∈ P(X) by
γ−1(t) :=


γ(d− t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ d
γ(0) for t ≥ d
.
Then the map ι : (γ, d) 7→ (γ−1, d) is smooth.
Proof. Let ϕ : U → P(X) is a plot, so that the map
U × [0,∞) ∋ (u, t) 7→ ϕ(u)(t) ∈ X
is smooth, and let d˜ : U → [0,∞) be the smooth function which assigns to each u ∈ U the
duration of the path ϕ(u). Then
ι ◦ ϕ(u)(t) =


ϕ(u)(d˜(u)− t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ d˜(u)
ϕ(u)(0) for d˜(u) ≤ t <∞
is also smooth. Hence ι : P(X)→ P(X) is a smooth map.
Since we will be working with foliations, we will be primarily interested in paths whose
tangent vectors all lie in some distinguished subbundle of the tangent bundle TX.
Definition 3.24. Let H be a subbundle of TX. The H-path category is the diffeological
subcategory PH(X) of P(X) consisting of those (γ, d) for which im(dγ) ⊂ H (see Definition
3.15).
An immediate example of an H-path category that will be used constantly in this article is
the leafwise path category of a foliation.
Definition 3.25. Let (M,F ) be a foliated manifold. The leafwise path category is the
diffeological subcategory PT F (M) of P(M).
The following definition is inspired by the systematic description of transport functors given
in [38].
Definition 3.26. Let X be a diffeological space, and πB : B → X a diffeological fibration. A
smooth functor T : P(X)→ Aut(πB) is said to be a transport functor if there exists a smooth
lifting map
L : P(X)×s,πB B → P(B)
such that T can be written as the composite
T (γ, d)(b) := r ◦ L
(
(γ, d), b
)
,
(
(γ, d), b
)
∈ P(X)×s,πB B.
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If in particular T : PT F (M)→ Aut(πB) for some foliated manifold (M,F), we refer to T as a
leafwise transport functor.
Quotienting a path space by “the kernel” of a transport functor yields a diffeological
groupoid.
Proposition 3.27. Let X be a diffeological space and let πB : B → X be a diffeological fibration.
Let T : P(X) → Aut(πB) be a transport functor. The quotient H(T ) := P(X)/ ∼T of P(X)
by the relation ∼T , where (γ1, d1) ∼T (γ2, d2) if and only if T (γ1, d1) = T (γ2, d2), inherits from
P(X) the structure of a diffeological groupoid, whose inversion is induced by the smooth map
ι : P(X)→ P(X) of Proposition 3.23.
Proof. Since T is a functor it preserves the composition of morphisms in P(X), so that the
formula
[(γ1, d1)][(γ2, d2)] := [(γ1γ2, d1 + d2)]
defines a smooth, associative multiplication on H(T ). To see that H(T ) is a groupoid then
it suffices to show that the map ι : (γ, d) 7→ (γ−1, d) is mapped by T to the inversion in the
groupoid Aut(πB). However this follows from the factorisation T = r ◦L of Definition 3.26 and
the fact that r ◦ ι = s on P(X).
Note that leafwise transport functors also induce diffeological groupoids as quotients of the
smaller category PT F (M). These are the groupoids that will be of primary interest in this
paper.
Definition 3.28. Let X be a diffeological space, π : B → X a diffeological fibration, and
T : P(X) → Aut(πB) a transport functor. We refer to the associated diffeological groupoid
H(T ) as the holonomy groupoid associated to T .
We will see in the next section that we can recover the Winkelnkemper-Phillips holonomy
groupoid of a foliation (M,F) from a canonical leafwise transport functor in the sense of Def-
inition 3.26. Our constructions can be seen as a rigorous justification for the nomenclature
“holonomy” in referring to the Winkelnkemper-Phillips holonomy groupoid.
4 The holonomy groupoid of a foliated manifold
We can associate to any foliated manifold a canonical transport functor, whose associated
holonomy groupoid is the Winkelnkemper-Phillips holonomy groupoid. This transport functor
is inspired by J. Phillips’ careful work in [36].
4.1 A principal bundle of germs
For the entirety of this section, let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q. Recall
(Definition 2.10) that we say that a smooth, Rq-valued function f defined on an open subset
dom(f) of M is a distinguished function on M if for each x ∈ dom(f), there exists a foliated
chart (Uα, xα, yα) about x in dom(f) such that f |Uα = yα. We denote by D(M,F) the set of
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all distinguished functions on M , equipped with the functional diffeology of Definition 3.6. We
construct a diffeological fibre bundle of germs of distinguished functions as follows.
Let us consider the diffeological product M ×D(M,F), and the diffeological subset
S := {(x, f) ∈M ×D(M,F) : x ∈ dom(f), f(x) = 0}.
We declare two points (x, f) and (y, g) in S to be equivalent, written (x, f) ∼ (y, g), if and only
if x = y and the germs [f ]x and [g]x are equal, and denote by
Dg(M,F) := S/ ∼
the corresponding diffeological quotient. Clearly then Dg(M,F) consists of pairs (x, [f ]x),
where x ∈ M and where [f ]x is the germ at x of some distinguished function f defined in a
neighbourhood of x, with f(x) = 0. Moreover, a parametrisation ρ : U → Dg(M,F) is a plot
if and only if for each u ∈ U there exists a neighbourhood V of u in U , and plots x˜ : V → M ,
f˜ : V → D(M,F) such that x˜(v) ∈ dom(f˜(v)), f˜(v)
(
x˜(v)
)
= 0, and such that
ρ(v) = (x˜(v), [f˜ (v)]x˜(v))
for all v ∈ V . We denote by πDg(M,F) : Dg(M,F) → M the canonical surjective map defined
by
πDg(M,F)(x, [f ]x) := x, (x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F).
The following result is then elemetary to verify.
Lemma 4.1. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold. Then the map πDg(M,F) : Dg(M,F) → M is
a subduction.
Proof. The map πDg(M,F) is clearly surjective, so we need only show that the standard diffeology
on M is the pushforward diffeology from πDg(M,F). Let x˜ : U →M be a plot. For each u ∈ U ,
we can find a sufficiently small neighbourhood V of u in U such that x˜|V takes values in some
foliated chart (Uα, xα, yα) containing x˜(u). For each v ∈ V , we define
y˜α(v)
(
x
)
:= yα(x)− yα(x˜(v)),
and observe then that each (Uα, xα, y˜α(v)) satisfies the compatibility condition given in Equation
(2) with respect to (Uα, xα, yα), hence is a member of the foliated atlas associated to (M,F).
We denote by y˜α : V → D(M,F) the plot sending v ∈ V to the distinguished function y˜α(v),
and then observe that the plot ρ : V → Dg(M,F) defined by
ρ(v) := (x˜(v), [y˜α(v)]x˜(v)), v ∈ V
satisfies πDg(M,F) ◦ ρ = x˜|V .
The space Dg(M,F) carries additional structure. Denote by Diff
loc
0 (R
q) the space of local
diffeomorphisms of Rq that are defined in a neighbourhood of 0 and that fix 0, equipped with
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the functional diffeology of Definition 3.6. Denote by gDiff loc0 (R
q) the diffeological quotient of
Diff loc0 (R
q) that identifies two local diffeomorphisms if and only if they have the same germ
at 0. Thus gDiff loc0 (R
q) is a diffeological group under composition of germs. Now the group
gDiff loc0 (R
q) acts canonically on the right of Dg(M,F) according to the formula
(x, [f ]x) · [ϕ]0 := (x, [ϕ
−1 ◦ f ]x), (x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F), [ϕ]0 ∈ gDiff
loc
0 (R
q)
where the composite ϕ−1 ◦ f is taken on any open subset of the domain of f on which this
makes sense. Since our foliated atlases are by definition maximal (see Definition 2.2), this right
action is principal in the sense of Definition 3.19.
Proposition 4.2. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q. Then πDg(M,F) :
Dg(M,F )→M is a principal gDiff
loc
0 (R
q)-bundle.
Proof. We need to show that the map A : Dg(M,F) × gDiff
loc
0 (R
q) → Dg(M,F) × Dg(M,F)
defined by
(
(x, [f ]x), [ϕ]0
)
7→
(
(x, [f ]x), (x, [f ]x) · [ϕ]0
)
,
(
(x, [f ]x), [ϕ]0
)
∈ Dg(M,F)× gDiff
loc
0 (R
q),
is an induction. Observe first that since the foliated atlas associated to (M,F) is maximal,
for any (x, [yα]x) and (x, [yβ ]x) in Dg(M,F), deriving from transverse coordinates yα and yβ
about x respectively, with yα(x) = 0 = yβ(x), the germ [yαβ]0 ∈ gDiff
loc
0 (R
q) arising from the
transverse coordinate change satisfies
(x, [yα]x) · [yαβ]0 = (x, [yβα ◦ yα]x) = (x, [yβ]x),
and is uniquely determined in gDiff loc0 (R
q) by this property. It follows immediately that A
is an injective map, and it remains only to show that the product diffeology on Dg(M,F) ×
gDiff loc0 (R
q) coincides with the pullback diffeology from A. Let ρ : U → Dg(M,F) and ρ
′ :
U ′ → gDiff loc0 (R
q) be plots. We must show that A ◦ (ρ× ρ′) is a plot of Dg(M,F)×Dg(M,F).
For each pair (u, u′) ∈ U×U ′, there exist open neighbourhoods V and V ′ of u and u′ respectively
in U and U ′, and plots x˜ : V →M , f˜ : V → D(M,F) and ϕ˜ : V ′ → Diff loc0 (R
q) such that
ρ(v) = (x˜(v), [f˜ (v)]x˜(v)), ρ
′(v′) = [ϕ˜(v′)]0
for all (v, v′) ∈ V × V ′. We compute
(A ◦ (ρ× ρ′))(v, v′) =
(
(x˜(v), [f˜ (v)]x˜(v)), (x˜(v), [ϕ˜(v
′)−1 ◦ f˜(v)]x)
)
for all (v, v′) ∈ V × V ′, from which it is clear that A ◦ (ρ× ρ′) is a plot as required.
Definition 4.3. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q. We refer to the diffeo-
logical principal gDiff loc0 (R
q)-bundle πDg(M,F) : Dg(M,F) → M as the bundle of germs of
distinguished functions on (M,F).
The bundle of germs of distinguished functions on (M,F) carries a canonical principal
partial connection (Definition 2.7) induced by F . For (x, [f ]x) denote by H(x,[f ]x) the subspace
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of T(x,[f ]x) Dg(M,F) that consists of vectors of the form
ρ(f, γ)∗(∂t), (13)
where f is some representative of [f ]x, γ : (−ǫ, ǫ)→M is any smooth path contained in a leaf of
F , with γ(0) = x and with image contained in dom(f), and where ρ(f, γ) : (−ǫ, ǫ)→ Dg(M,F)
is the plot defined by
ρ(f, γ)(t) := (γ(t), [f ]γ(t)), t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ).
Notice that if f ′ is any other representative of [f ]x, then by restricting the domain of γ if
necessary we have ρ(f, γ) = ρ(f ′, γ). Finally we define the diffeological subspace
H :=
⊔
(x,[f ]x)∈Dg(M,F)
H(x,[f ]x)
of T Dg(M,F). The projection πT Dg(M,F) restricts to H to make H a diffeological subbundle
of T Dg(M,F).
Proposition 4.4. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q. Then H is a principal
partial connection on the on the principal gDiff loc0 (R
q)-bundle πDg(M,F) : Dg(M,F)→M .
Proof. If (x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F), and ρ(f, γ1)∗(∂t) and ρ(f, γ2)∗(∂t) are two elements of H(x,[f ]x)
defined as in Equation (13), then their images under dπDg(M,F) are equal if and only if (γ1)∗(∂t) =
(γ2)∗(∂t) in TxF . Fibrewise injectivity of dπDg(M,F)|H follows.
It remains only to show that the right action of g Diff loc0 (R
q) sends H into itself. Suppose
(x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F), and choose a representative f of [f ]x and a smooth leafwise path γ :
(−ǫ, ǫ) → M contained in dom(f) with γ(0) = x, so that ρ(f, γ)∗(∂t) ∈ H(x,[yα]x). For [ϕ]0 ∈
Diff loc0 (R
q) denote by R[ϕ]0 the right action of [ϕ]0 ∈ gDiff
loc
0 (R
q) on Dg(M,F). Then we see
that
(dR[ϕ]0)(x,[f ]x)
(
ρ(f, γ)∗(∂t)
)
= ρ(ϕ−1 ◦ f, γ)∗(∂t)
is the element of HR[ϕ]0(x,[f ]x)
= H(x,[ϕ−1◦f ]x) determined by the path γ. Thus the action of
g Diff loc0 (R
q) preserves H.
4.2 Parallel transport in the bundle of germs
The partial connection H can be used to lift leafwise paths in M to H-wise paths in the total
space Dg(M,F) in essentially the classical fashion.
Theorem 4.5. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q, and let (γ, d) ∈ PT F (M).
Denote x := γ(0). Then for each (x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F)γ(0), there exists a unique element smooth
map γ[f ]x : R+ → Dg(M,F) such that:
1. γ[f ]x(0) = (x, [f ]x),
2. πDg(M,F)(γ[f ]x(t)) = γ(t) for all t ∈ R+, and
3. dγ[f ]x : T R+ → T Dg(M,F) takes values in H.
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To prove this theorem we require the following lemma, which characterises solutions to the
problem posed by Theorem 4.5.
Lemma 4.6. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q, and let (γ, d) ∈ PT F (M).
A map γ[f ]x : R+ → Dg(M,F) satisfies items 1., 2. and 3. of Theorem 4.5 if and only there
exists a smooth function f˜ : R+ → D(M,F), for which
γ[f ]x(t) = (γ(t), [f˜ (t)]γ(t)), t ∈ R+, (14)
and such that for each t ∈ R+, there is a neighbourhood Vt of t and ft ∈ D(M,F) such that
γ(s) ∈ dom(ft) ⊂ dom(f˜(s)) and f˜(s)|dom(ft) = ft for all s ∈ Vt, where in particular [f0]x = [f ]x.
Proof. Let us recall [28] that for any diffeological space X, a map ψ : R+ → X is smooth
with respect to the subspace diffeology on R+ ⊂ R (that is, with respect to the manifold-with-
boundary structure on R+) if and only if it admits an extension to a plot ψ : U → X defined on
some open superset U := (−ǫ,∞) of R+. Since γ has sitting instants, we can canonically extend
it to a smooth leafwise path γ : U →M for which γ|(−ǫ,0] ≡ γ(0). Then to prove the lemma it
is necessary and sufficient to prove that a plot γ[f ]x : U → Dg(M,F) satisfies items 1., 2., and
3. of Theorem 4.5 on the larger domain U if and only if there exists a plot f˜ : U → D(M,F)
satisfying the requirements listed in the statement of the lemma on the larger domain U .
Suppose first that such a f˜ : U → D(M,F) exists, and that γ[f ]x : U → Dg(M,F) is of the
form given in Equation (14) on U . That γ[f ]x satisfies items 1. and 2. of Theorem 4.5 on U is
clear. Note moreover that the properties of f˜ imply that for each t ∈ U , the function γ[f ]x |Vt is
equal to the plot ρ(ft, γ|Vt) : Vt → Dg(M,F). It follows immediately that dγ[f ]x takes values in
H.
Now suppose that γ[f ]x : U → Dg(M,F ) is any smooth map satisfying items 1., 2. and 3.
given in the statement. Connectedness of U together with items 1. and 2. of the statement
imply that there is a smooth map f˜ : U → D(M,F ) such that
γ[f ]x(t) = (γ(t), [f˜ (t)]γ(t)), t ∈ U.
By item 3., and by definition of H, for each t ∈ U , there is a smooth leafwise path γt contained
in the domain of some ft ∈ D(M,F) such that, letting τt : s 7→ s + t denote the translation
map, we have
(γ[f ]x ◦ τt)∗(∂s) = ρ(ft, γt)∗(∂s).
Now for s near t, we have γ[f ]x ◦ τt(s) = (γ(t + s), [f˜(t + s)]γ(t+s)), while ρ(ft, γt)(s) =
(γt(s), [f
c
t (s)]γt(s)), where f
c
t is the constant plot s 7→ ft. It follows then by Equation (9)
that there is some diffeomorphism φ ∈ Diff loc0 (R) and a neighbourhood Vt of t in U for which
we have
γ(s) = γt ◦ φ ◦ τ−t(s), q ◦ f˜(s) = q ◦ f
c
t ◦ φ ◦ τ−t(s) = q ◦ f
c
t (s)
for all s ∈ Vt. Choosing dom(ft) sufficiently small, we then have γ(s) ∈ dom(ft) ⊂ dom(f˜(s))
and f˜(s)|dom(ft) = ft for all s ∈ Vt as required.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We prove uniqueness by showing that any two paths of the form given in
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Equation (14) must be equal. Indeed, suppose we are given two functions f˜ i : R+ → D(M,F),
i = 1, 2, with the properties given in the statement of Lemma 4.6. For each i = 1, 2 and each
t ∈ R+, let Vi be the neighbourhood of t and let f
i
t ∈ D(M,F) be the function for which
γ(s) ∈ dom(f it ) ⊂ dom(f˜
i(s)) for which f˜ i(s)|dom(f it ) = f
i
t . We then have [f
1
0 ]x = [f ]x = [f
2
0 ]x,
and moreover we therefore also have
[f˜1(t)]γ(t) = [f
1
0 ]γ(t) = [f
2
0 ]γ(t) = [f˜
2(t)]γ(t)
for all t contained in some neighbourhood of 0 in R+. Repeating this process finitely many times
along the compact subinterval [0, d] of R+ shows that [f˜
1(t)]γ(t) = [f˜
2(t)]γ(t) for all t ∈ R+, hence
the associated solutions γi[f ]x : t 7→ (γ(t), [f˜
i(t)]γ(t)) must also agree.
To see existence, cover the image of γ˜ by a chain {U0, . . . , Uk} of foliated charts, with x ∈ U0
and with γ(d) ∈ Uk, and let t1 < · · · < tk be a partition of [0, d] ⊂ R+ such that γ(ti) ∈ Ui−1∩Ui
for all i = 1, . . . , k. For t ∈ R+ we define
dom(f˜(t)) :=


dom(y0) = U0 if 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
dom(y0,1 ◦ y1) ⊂ U1 if t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
...
dom(y0,1 ◦ · · · ◦ yk−1,k ◦ yk) ⊂ Uk if tk ≤ t <∞
,
and for y ∈ dom(f˜(t)) we define
f˜(t)(y) :=


y0(y) if 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
y0,1 ◦ y1(y) if t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
...
y0,1 ◦ · · · ◦ yk−1,k ◦ yk(y) if tk ≤ t <∞
.
Clearly then f˜ : R+ → D(M,F) satisfies the properties required in Lemma 4.6 for the associated
function γ[f ]x : t 7→ (γ(t), [f˜ (t)]γ(t)) to be a solution.
Recall now from Definition 3.24 that we can associate to the partial connection H on
Dg(M,F ) the H-path category PH(Dg(M,F)), consisting of those elements of P(Dg(M,F))
whose tangents are contained in H. Theorem 4.5 then effectively says that we have a lifting
map PT F (M)×s,πDg(M,F) Dg(M,F)→ PH(Dg(M,F)).
Theorem 4.7. The lifting map LF : PT F (M)×s,πDg(M,F) Dg(M,F)→ PH(Dg(M,F)) defined
by
LF
(
(γ, d), (x, [f ]x)
)
:= (γ[f ]x , d),
where γ[f ]x is given by Theorem 4.5, is smooth.
Proof. Let p : U → PT F (M) and ρ : V → Dg(M,F) be plots. We must show that the map
U ×s◦p,πDg(M,F)◦ρ V ∋ (u, v) 7→ LF (p(u), ρ(v)) ∈ PH(Dg(M,F)) (15)
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is smooth. Write p(u) = (γ˜(u), d˜(u)) for u ∈ U . Taking V to be sufficiently small, we may
assume that there are plots x˜ : V →M and f˜ : V → D(M,F) such that ρ(v) = (x˜(v), [f˜ (v)]x˜(v))
for all v ∈ V .
Fix u0 in U , and let U0, . . . , Uk be a chain of foliated charts covering the image of γ˜(u0)
such that U0 contains γ˜(u0)(0) and such that y0(γ˜(u0)(0)) = 0. Then there is a neighbourhood
U ′ of u0 in U such that for all u ∈ U
′, the image of γ˜(u) is also contained in the chain
of charts U0, . . . , Uk. For each u ∈ U
′ we let τ˜(u) ∈ Diff(Rq) be the translation operator
~x 7→ ~x − y0(γ˜(u)(0)) on R
q, so that τ˜ : U ′ → Diff(Rq) is a plot with respect to the functional
diffeology on Diff(Rq). We thereby obtain new transverse coordinates y˜0(u) on U0 defined for
each u ∈ U ′ by
y˜0(u) := τ˜(u) ◦ y0.
The resulting map y˜0 : U
′ → D(M,F) is a plot of D(M,F).
Now for each (u, v) ∈ U ′×s◦p,πDg(M,F)◦ρV , there is an element ϕ˜(u, v) ∈ Diff
loc
0 (R
q) such that
f˜(v) = ϕ˜(u, v)−1 ◦ y˜0(u). Smoothness of f˜ and y˜0 guarantees that ϕ˜ : U
′ ×s◦p,πDg(M,F)◦ρ V →
Diff loc0 (R
q) is smooth also. We now define a smooth map g˜ : U ′×s◦p,πDg(M,F)◦ρV×R+ → D(M,F)
in a similar manner to the construction used in proving existence for Theorem 4.5. More
precisely, we choose a family t˜1, . . . , t˜k : U
′ → R of smooth maps such that
0 < t˜1(u) < · · · < t˜k(u) < d(u)
for all u ∈ U ′, and such that γ˜(u)(t˜i(u)) ∈ Ui−1 ∩ Ui for all i = 1, . . . , k. For (u, v, t) ∈
U ′ ×s◦p,πDg(M,F) V ×R+ we define
dom
(
g˜(u, v, t)
)
:=


dom(y0) = U0 if 0 ≤ t ≤ t1(u)
dom(y0,1 ◦ y1) ⊂ U1 if t1(u) ≤ t ≤ t2(u)
...
dom(y0,1 ◦ · · · ◦ yk−1,k ◦ yk) ⊂ Uk if tk(u) ≤ t <∞
,
and then for y ∈ dom(g˜(u, v, t)) we define
g˜(u, v, t)(y) :=


ϕ˜(u, v)−1 ◦ τ˜(u) ◦ y0(y) if 0 ≤ t ≤ t1(u)
ϕ˜(u, v)−1 ◦ τ˜(u) ◦ y0,1 ◦ y1(y) if t1(u) ≤ t ≤ t2(u)
...
ϕ˜(u, v)−1 ◦ τ˜(u) ◦ y0,1 ◦ · · · ◦ yk−1,k ◦ yk(y) if tk(u) ≤ t <∞
.
Then g˜ : U ′ ×s◦p,πDg(M,F)◦ρ V × R+ → D(M,F) is a smooth map, and for each fixed (u, v) ∈
U ′ ×s◦p,πDg(M,F)◦ρ V the function g˜(u, v, ·) : R+ → D(M,F) satisfies the property described in
Lemma 4.6. Moreover by construction we have
LF (p(u), ρ(v))(t) = (γ˜(u)(t), [g˜(u, v, t)]γ˜(t))
for all (u, v, t) ∈ U ′ ×s◦p,πDg(M,F)◦ρ V ×R+, from which it follows by the smoothness of g˜ and γ˜
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that the map given in Equation (15) is smooth. Hence LF is smooth.
Using Theorem 4.7, we can prove that the parallel transport map given by Theorem 4.5
gives rise to define a canonical leafwise transport functor.
Theorem 4.8. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q. Then the formula
TF (γ, d)(γ(0), [f ]γ(0)) := γ[f ]γ(0)(d), (γ, d) ∈ PT F (M), (γ(0), [f ]γ(0)) ∈ Dg(M,F)
defines a leafwise transport functor TF : PT F (M)→ Aut(πDg(M,F)).
Proof. That TF is a functor follows immediately from item 2. and uniqueness in Theorem 4.5.
Thus we need only show that it is smooth. However this follows from Lemma 4.7. Indeed, the
functor TF is equal to the composite
TF = r ◦ LF ,
where LF : PT F (M) ×s,πDg(M,F) Dg(M,F) → PH(Dg(M F)) is the smooth lifting map of
Lemma 4.7, and where r : PH(Dg(M,F)) → Dg(M,F) is simply the smooth range map
(γ, d) 7→ γ(d). As the composite of two smooth maps, TF is itself smooth.
Remark 4.9. The reader who is familiar with J. Phillips’ paper [36] will notice that our leafwise
transport functor given in Theorem 4.8 is essentially a categorification of Phillips’ [36, p. 160,
Proposition] using the language of diffeology. Indeed, Phillips’ work is the central inspiration
for our constructions.
Let us briefly discuss how our constructions relate to those of Winkelnkemper by comparing
the functor of Theorem 4.8 with Winkelnkemper’s holonomy diffeomorphisms (see Proposition
2.3). The key point is that, given (γ, d) ∈ PT F (M) and a germ [f ]x of a distinguished function
at x = s(γ, d), the element TF (γ, d)
(
x, [f ]x
)
of Dg(M,F)y=r(γ,d) is determined uniquely by the
input data, while on the other hand Winkelnkemper requires a choice of germ [g]y which is
related to [f ]x by the germ of the holonomy diffeomorphism H
U
γ associated to γ and to any
chain U of charts whose initial and terminal transverse coordinate maps are f and g respectively.
By maximality of the foliated atlas, we can always find an element [ϕ]0 ∈ Diff
loc
0 (R
q) such that
(y, [ϕ]−10 [g]y) = TF (γ, d)
(
x, [f ]x
)
. Thus letting ·ϕ be the map [g]y 7→ [ϕ]
−1
0 [g]y, and letting
TW (γ) be the map [f ]x 7→ [f ]x[(H
U
γ )
−1]y, then the diagram
Dg(M,F)x Dg(M,F)y
Dg(M,F)x Dg(M,F)y
TW (γ)
id ·ϕ
TF (γ)
commutes. Thus Winkelnkemper’s “holonomy diffeomorphism” differs from a true parallel
transport map by a gauge transformation that is determined by the choice of chain used to define
the diffeomorphism. Of course by Proposition 2.3, this choice does not affect the holonomy class
of γ.
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The diffeological groupoid H(TF ) associated to the transport functor TF : PT F (M) →
Aut(πDg(M,F)) is isomorphic, as a diffeological groupoid, to the Winkelnkemper-Phillips holon-
omy groupoid.
Theorem 4.10. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold, let H(M,F) be its Winkelnkemper-Phillips
holonomy groupoid, and let H(TF ) be the holonomy groupoid associated to the leafwise transport
functor TF of Theorem 4.8. Then the map ι : H(TF )→ H(M,F) defined by
ι([(γ, d)]) := (γ(d), γ(0), [γ])
is an isomorphism of diffeological groupoids.
Proof. Our discussion in Remark 4.9 shows that two paths are equivalent in the sense of
Winkelnkemper if and only if they are TF -equivalent, and it follows immediately that the
identification [(γ, d)] 7→ (γ(d), γ(0), [γ]) is an isomorphism of groupoids. We need only show
that it is smooth with smooth inverse.
Suppose first that we have a plot ρ : U → H(TF ). We must show that the composite ι ◦ ρ is
a smooth function. Fixing u0 ∈ U , there is an open neighbourhood V of u0 such that ι◦ρ(V ) is
contained in the domain of some coordinate neighbourhood (V(y,x,γ,U), ψ) of H(M,F) (see the
construction immediately preceding Definition 2.6), and we then need to show that ψ ◦ ι ◦ ρ|V
is smooth as a map between Euclidean spaces. Let (U0, x0, y0) and (Uk, xk, yk) be the initial
and terminal charts of U respectively. Without loss of generality we can assume that there is a
plot ρ˜ : V → PT F (M) such that ρ|V = q ◦ ρ˜, where q : PT F (M)→H(TF ) denotes the quotient
map. Smoothness of the map (t, v) 7→ ρ˜(v)(t) then implies that the maps v 7→ r(ρ˜(v)) and
v 7→ s(ρ˜(v)) are smooth, hence
ψ ◦ ι ◦ ρ : v 7→
(
xk(r(ρ˜(v))), x0(s(ρ˜(v))), y0(s(ρ˜(v)))
)
is smooth also.
Now suppose that ρ′ : U →H(M,F) is a plot. Fixing u0 ∈ U we must find a neighbourhood
V of u0 and a plot ρ˜
′ : V → PT F (M) such that q ◦ ρ˜
′ = ι−1 ◦ρ′. Let V be any neighbourhood of
u0 such that ρ
′(V ) is contained in a coordinate neighbourhood (V(y,x,γ,U), ψ) of H(M,F), and
let the initial and terminal plaques of U be denoted (U0, x0, y0) and (Uk, xk, yk) respectively.
Let (a, b, c) be the smooth functions on V defined by (a(v), b(v), c(v)) = ψ ◦ ρ′(v) for all v ∈ V .
There are now four functions from V into M that are of interest to us. These are
x(v) := ψ−10 (b(v), c(v)), z(v) := ψ
−1
0 (x0(γ(0)), c(v))
in the plaque P0,c(v) determined by c(v) in U0, and
w(v) := HUγ (z(v)), y(v) := ψ
−1
k (b(v), yk(w(v)))
in the plaque Pk,c(v) determined by c(v) in Uk. For each v ∈ V we define γz(v) exactly as in
Equation (4), we let sx(v) be the straight line path (with sitting instants) in P0,c(v) joining x(v)
to z(v), and let sy(v) be the straight line path (with sitting instants) in Pk,c(v) joining w(v) to
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y(v). Then the map ρ˜′ : V → PT F (M) which sends v to the concatenation sy(v)γz(v)sx(v) is a
plot satisfying q ◦ ρ˜′ = ι−1 ◦ ρ′.
As a consequence of Theorem 4.10 we give the following definition.
Definition 4.11. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold. We refer to the diffeological groupoid
H(TF ) associated to the leafwise transport functor TF as the holonomy groupoid of (M,F),
and denote it simply by H(M,F ).
We will see in the next section how similar techniques can be used to define transport
functors and holonomy groupoids for foliated bundles.
5 The holonomy groupoid of a foliated bundle
5.1 The fibre holonomy groupoid of a foliated bundle
In this subsection we consider a foliated bundle πB : B → M (see Definition 2.8), and denote
by F the induced foliation of M . Leafwise paths in M can be lifted to leafwise paths in B using
the partial connection in πB in the classical fashion, and these liftings will define a canonical
leafwise transport functor. We recall the following simple application of the Picard-Lindelo¨f
theorem, phrased in our diffeological categorical terminology.
Theorem 5.1. [30, Theorem 9.8] Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle over M , and let
(γ, d) ∈ PT F (M). To each b ∈ Bγ(0), there exists a unique curve γb : R+ → B, such that
1. γb(0) = b,
2. πB(γb(t)) = γ(t) for all t ∈ R+, and
3. dγb : T R+ → TB takes values in T FB.
If moreover γ depends smoothly on some further parameters, then so too does γb. That is, the
lifting function L0B : PT F (M)×s,πB B → PT FB (B) defined by
L0B
(
(γ, d), b
)
:= (γb, d)
is smooth.
Theorem 5.1 enables us to assign to each foliated bundle πB associated to (M,F ) a canonical
leafwise transport functor T : PT F (M) → Aut(πB), which is defined simply via the classical
lifting map arising from Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.2. Let πB : B →M be a foliated bundle associated to (M,F). Then the formula
Tπ0B
(γ, d)(b) := γb(d), (γ, d) ∈ PT F (M), b ∈ Bγ(0)
defines a leafwise transport functor Tπ0B
: PT F (M)→ Aut(πB).
Proof. Functoriality and smoothness both follow from Theorem 5.1.
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Theorem 5.2 allows us to define a new holonomy groupoid associated canonically to any
foliated bundle.
Definition 5.3. Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle associated to (M,F). The holonomy
groupoid H(Tπ0B
) associated to the leafwise transport functor Tπ0B
is called the fibre holonomy
groupoid associated to the foliated bundle πB.
Remark 5.4. By the discussion of Remark 2.15, each transverse jet bundle πkB : J
k
t (πB)→M
is also a foliated bundle, with foliation Fk of its total space J
k
t (πB). Thus Theorems 5.1 and
5.2 may be applied to yield a smooth lifting function
LkB : PT F (M)×s,πkB
Jkt (πB)→ PT Fk(J
k
t (πB)),
and an associated leafwise transport functor
TπkB
: PT F (M)→ Aut(π
k
B)
and holonomy groupoid H(TπkB
).
The fibre holonomy groupoid of a foliated bundle πB is, as we will see in the next section,
the smallest of a hierarchy of holonomy groupoids associated to πB. Its elements are easily
accessible - to determine the Tπ0B
-equivalence class of a smooth path γ one need only solve a
relatively simple parallel transport differential equation as in Theorem 5.1.
ThusH(Tπ0B
) may be thought of as capturing the holonomy of 0-jets of distinguished sections
of πB. The higher fibre holonomy groupoidsH(TπkB
) of the foliated jet bundles πkB : J
k
t (πB)→M
associated to πB (see Remark 2.15) then capture the holonomy of k-jets of distinguished sections
of πB . In analogy with the previous section, there is a bigger prize - namely a groupoid which
captures the holonomy of the full germs of distinguished sections of πB . Constructing such a
groupoid is our objective in the next section.
5.2 The holonomy groupoid of a foliated bundle
The construction of the holonomy groupoid of a foliated manifold begun with the construction of
a bundle of germs of distinguished functions. In the same way, the construction of the holonomy
groupoid of a foliated bundle begins with the construction of a bundle of germs of distinguished
sections.
Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle, and denote by q the codimension of the induced
foliation on the base. Recall (Definition 2.10) that a distinguished section of πB is a section σ
of πB, defined over some open neighbourhood dom(σ) of M , such that there is a distinguished
function f ∈ D(M,F ) defined on dom(σ) and a smooth function σf : range(f)→ B such that
σ = σf ◦ f.
Denote by D(πB) the set of all distinguished sections of πB , equipped with the subspace diffe-
ology of the functional diffeology (see Definition 3.6) on C∞loc(M,B). Equip the set M ×D(πB)
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with the product diffeology, and equip the subset
S := {(x, σ) ∈M ×D(πB) : x ∈ dom(σ)}
of M ×D(πB) with the resulting subspace diffeology. Define an equivalence relation ∼ on S by
declaring (x, σ) ∼ (y, σ′) if and only if x = y and [σ]x = [σ
′]x. Finally, consider the diffeological
quotient
Dg(πB) := S/ ∼
of S. Points of Dg(πB) can be written (x, [σ]x), where [σ]x denotes an equivalence class of
distinguished sections defined about x under ∼. In this quotient diffeology, a parametrisation
ρ : U → Dg(πB) is a plot if and only if for each u0 ∈ U , there is a neighbourhood V of u0 in U
and plots x˜ : V →M and σ˜ : V → D(πB) such that
ρ(u) = (x˜(u), [σ˜(u)]x˜(u)) (16)
for all u ∈ V . The natural projection πDg(πB) : Dg(πB)→M defined by
πDg(πB)(x, [σ]x) := x, (x, [σ]x) ∈ Dg(πB)
is then clearly a subduction: any plot x : U → M of M can be realised as the composite
πDg(πB) ◦ ρ, where ρ is some plot of the form given in Equation (16) for some plot ρ˜ : U →
D(πB). In fact, we can show using the local structure of the foliated bundle πB : B →M that
πDg(πB) : Dg(πB)→M is a diffeological fibration.
Lemma 5.5. Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle, and denote by q the codimension of the
induced foliation F of M . Then the characteristic map (r, s) : Aut(πDg(πB)) → M ×M is a
subduction, hence πDg(πB) : Dg(πB)→M is a diffeological fibration.
Proof. Let x˜ : U → M ×M be a plot, so that x˜1 := proj1 ◦x˜ and x˜2 := proj2 ◦x˜ are plots
U →M . We must show that x˜ is locally of the form (r, s) ◦ ρ for some plot ρ of Aut(πDg(πB)).
For any u0 ∈ U , we can find a neighbourhood V of u0 in U which is sufficiently small that
x˜i(V ) is contained in a foliated chart (Ui, xi, yi) of M with local trivialisation τi : B|Ui → Ui×F
of B for i = 1, 2. Let us assume without loss of generality that y1(U1) = y2(U2).
Now, for v ∈ V , any distinguished section σ of πB defined over U2 is associated to a unique
η : y2(U2)→ F such that
σ(x) = τ−12
(
x, η ◦ y2(x)
)
for all x ∈ U2. To this σ we associate σ˜ defined on U1 by
σ˜(x) := τ−11
(
x, η ◦ y1(x)
)
for all x ∈ U2. We then define a parametrisation ρ : V → Aut(πDg(πB)) by the formula
ρ(u)
(
x˜2(u), [σ]x˜2(u)
)
:=
(
x˜1(u), [σ˜]x˜1(u)
)
,
and it is evident that the associated maps defined as in Equations (10), (11) and (12) are
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smooth, implying that ρ is a plot. Now by definition (r, s)◦ρ = x˜|V , hence (r, s) is a subduction
as claimed.
Definition 5.6. Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle. We refer to the diffeological fibration
πDg(πB) : Dg(πB)→M as the bundle of germinal distinguished sections of πB.
Remark 5.7. In fact the bundle of germinal distinguished sections can be equivalently thought
of as a sort of associated bundle for Dg(M,F) in the following way. Denote by B the diffeological
subspace of ∈ C∞loc(R
q, B) consisting of functions η that are defined in a neighbourhood of 0
and for which πB ◦ η : dom(η)→M is constant. Denote by Bg the diffeological quotient of B
by the equivalence relation which deems η and η′ equivalent if and only if their germs [η]0 and
[η′]0 at zero coincide.
Then Bg carries a natural left action of g Diff
loc
0 (R
q) defined by composition of germs:
[ϕ]0 · [η]0 := [η]0[ϕ
−1]0, [ϕ]0 ∈ gDiff
loc
0 (R
q), [η]0 ∈ Bg .
We consider the diffeological subspace Dg(M,F )×MBg of the diffeological product Dg(M,F)×
B, consisting of triples (x, [f ]x, [η]0) for which πB(η(0)) = x. Thereon, we have the diagonal
action of g Diff loc0 (R
q) defined for (x, [f ]x, [η]0) ∈ Dg(M,F) ×M Bg and [ϕ]0 ∈ gDiff
loc
0 (R
q)
again by composition of germs:
(x, [f ]x, [η]0) · [ϕ]0 := (x, [ϕ
−1]0[f ]x, [η]0[ϕ]0).
Finally the diffeological quotient
(Dg(M,F )×M Bg)/ gDiff
loc
0 (R
q)
identifies naturally with the space Dg(πB).
Indeed, for any (x, [σ]x) ∈ Dg(πB) and for any (x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F), there is a unique
[σf ]0 ∈ Bg such that we may factorise [σ]x = [σf ]0[f ]x. Since moreover any other choice
(x, [g]x) ∈ Dg(M,F) differs from (x, [f ]x) only by some element of g Diff
loc
0 (R
q), the map sending
(x, [f ]x, [σf ]0) ∈ Dg(M,F) ×M Bg to (x, [σf ]0[f ]x) ∈ Dg(πB) descends to a diffeomorphism
(Dg(M,F)×M Bg)/ g Diff0(R
q) ∼= Dg(πB).
We now construct a partial connection on Dg(πB). For (x, [σ]x) ∈ Dg(πB), one defines
(HgB)(x,[σ]x) to be the subspace of T(x,[σ]x) Dg(πB) consisting of vectors of the form
ρ(σ, γ)∗(∂t),
where σ is any representative of [σ]x, γ : (−ǫ, ǫ) → M is any smooth leafwise path in dom(σ)
with γ(0) = x, and where ρ(σ, γ) : (−ǫ, ǫ)→ Dg(πB) is the plot defined by
ρ(σ, γ)(t) := (γ(t), [σ]γ(t)), t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ).
Similar arguments to those used in the proof of Proposition 4.4 then give the following result.
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Proposition 5.8. Let πB : B →M be a foliated bundle. Then the subbundle
HgB :=
⊔
(x,[σ]x)
(HgB)(x,[σ]x)
of T Dg(πB) is a partial connection for the diffeological bundle πDg(πB) : Dg(πB)→M .
The following lifting result follows in a similar fashion to Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 5.9. Let πB : B →M be a foliated bundle associated to a foliation F of M . Then for
each
(
(γ, d), (x, [σ]x)
)
∈ PT F (M)×s,πDg(piB) Dg(πB) there is a unique (γ[σ]x , d) ∈ PH
g
B
(Dg(πB))
with γ[σ]x(0) = (x, [σ]x) and such that πDg(πB) ◦ γ[σ]x = γ. The resulting lifting map L
g
B :
PT F (M)×s,πDg(piB) Dg(πB)→ PH
g
B
(Dg(πB)) given by
LgB
(
(γ, d), (x, [σ]x)
)
:= (γ[σ]x , d)
is smooth.
Proof. To show existence and uniqueness one replaces Lemma 4.6 as follows. Similar arguments
to those used in Lemma 4.6 show that a map γ[σ]x : R+ → Dg(M,F ) satisfies the requirements
of Theorem 5.9 if and only if there exists a smooth function σ˜ : R+ → D(πB) for which
γ[σ]x(t) = (γ(t), [σ˜(t)]γ(t)), t ∈ R+,
and such that for each t ∈ R+, there exists a neighbourhood Vt of t and σt ∈ D(πB) such
that γ(s) ∈ dom(σt) ⊂ dom(σ˜(s)) and σ˜(s)|dom(σt) = σt for all s ∈ Vt, where in particular
[σ0]x = [σ]x. Now uniqueness follows in essentially the same way as the uniqueness part of
Theorem 4.5. For existence, one chooses a chain {U0, . . . , Uk} of foliated charts covering range(γ)
and associated partition t1 < · · · < tk of [0, d], and insists additionally that the Ui are associated
to local trivialisations τi : B|Ui → Ui×F . Letting σ0 : range(y0)→ F be such that the composite
τ−10 ◦
(
idU0 ×(σ0 ◦ y0)
)
represents [σ]x, one then defines
dom(σ˜(t)) :=


dom(y0) = U0 if 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
dom(τ1,0 ◦ σ0 ◦ y0,1 ◦ y1) ⊂ U1 if t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
...
dom(τk,k−1 ◦ · · · ◦ τ1,0 ◦ σ0 ◦ y0,1 ◦ · · · ◦ yk−1,k ◦ yk) ⊂ Uk if tk ≤ t <∞
and
σ˜(t)(y) :=


τ−10
(
y, σ0 ◦ y0(y)
)
if 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
τ−11
(
y, τ1,0 ◦ σ0 ◦ y0,1 ◦ y1(y)
)
if t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
...
τ−1k
(
y, τk,k−1 ◦ · · · ◦ τ1,0 ◦ σ0 ◦ y0,1 ◦ · · · ◦ yk−1,k ◦ yk(y)
)
if tk ≤ t <∞
for all t ∈ R+, and so obtains σ˜ : R+ → Dg(πB) with the required properties.
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Finally, taking into account these modifications to the proof of existence in Theorem 4.5,
smoothness of the resulting lifting map LgB : PT F (M) ×s,πDg(piB) Dg(πB) → PH
g
B
(Dg(πB))
follows from similar arguments to those of Theorem 4.7.
The composition of LgB with the range map on PHgB (Dg(πB)) now yields a leafwise transport
functor in essentially the same fashion as in Theorem 4.8.
Theorem 5.10. Let πB : B →M be a foliated bundle. Then the formula
TπgB
(γ, d)
(
x, [σ]x
)
:= γ[σ]x(d),
(
(γ, d), (x, [σ]x)
)
∈ PT F (M)×s,πDg(piB) Dg(πB)
defines a leafwise transport functor TπgB
: PT F (M)→ Aut(πDg(πB)).
Remark 5.11. The functor TπgB
can also be constructed directly from TπB of Theorem 5.2and
TF of Theorem 4.8 using the associated bundle picture considered in Remark 5.7. Regarding
Dg(πB) as the space (Dg(M,F )×M Bg)/ g Diff
loc
0 (R
q), the leafwise transport functor TπgB takes
the form
TπgB(γ, d)
(
[((x, [f ]x), [η]0)]
)
:= [(TF (γ, d)(x, [f ]x), [TπB ◦ η]0)]
for all (x, [f ]x) ∈ Dg(M,F) and [η]0 ∈ Bg.
Definition 5.12. Let πB : B → M be a foliated bundle. The groupoid H(TπgB ) associated to
the leafwise transport functor TπgB : PT F (M) → Aut(πDg(πB)) of Theorem 5.10 is called the
holonomy groupoid of the foliated bundle πB : B →M
Example 5.13. Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold of codimension q. The transverse frame
bundle πFr(M/F) : Fr(M/F ) → M associated to (M,F ), whose fibre over x ∈ M consists of
all linear isomorphisms φ : Rq → TxM/Tx F , is a foliated bundle. This can be seen using the
foliated charts of (M,F).
The holonomy groupoid H(M,F) of (M,F) is equal to the holonomy groupoid H(Tπg
Fr(M/F)
)
of the foliated transverse frame bundle. Indeed, regard Dg(πFr(M/F)) as the associated bundle
(
Dg(M,F)×M Bg
)
/ gDiff loc0 (R
q),
where Bg is the space of germs at 0 of locally defined smooth functions R
q → Fr(M/F). Now
as in Remark 5.11, the leafwise transport functor Tπg
Fr(M/F)
is simply given by TF on the first
coordinate and Tπ0
Fr(M/F)
on the second. Two paths being equivalent under TF implies that they
are also equivalent under Tπ0
Fr(M/F)
, from which it follows that H(M,F) = H(Tπg
Fr(M/F)
).
5.3 Jets and a hierarchy of holonomy groupoids
Let us continue to consider a foliated bundle πB : B → M , associated to a codimension q
foliation F on M . Recall that there is a projective system πl,kB : J
k
t (πB)→ J
l
t(πB) of transverse
jet bundles πkB : J
k
t (πB) → M associated to πB, where the manifold J
k
t (πB) consists of classes
of distinguished sections of πB with the same k-jet (see Remark 2.15). We have the following
relationship between Dg(πB) and the jet bundles J
k
t (πB).
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Proposition 5.14. For each k ∈ N, the projection πk,gB : Dg(πB)→ J
k
t (πB) defined by
πk,gB
(
(x, [σ]x)
)
:= jkxσ
is smooth, and for any l < k one has πl,gB = π
l,k
B ◦ π
k,g
B .
Proof. That πl,gB = π
l,k
B ◦π
k,g
B is true follows from the definition. Let us therefore check smooth-
ness of πk,gB . Let ρ : U → Dg(πB) be a plot, which we may assume without loss of generality to
be of the form
ρ(u) =
(
x˜(u), [σ˜(u)]x˜(u)
)
, u ∈ U,
where x˜ and σ˜ are plots ofM and D(πB) respectively. We must check that π
k,g
B ◦ρ : U → J
k
t (πB)
is smooth. We have
πk,gB ◦ ρ(u) = j
k
x˜(u)σ˜(u).
Smoothness of σ˜ guarantees that all the partial derivatives of σ˜(u), taken with respect to any
foliated chart about x˜(u) and any local trivialisation of B over this chart, vary smoothly with
respect to u. It follows by definition of the coordinates on Jkt (πB) (see Remark 2.15) that π
k,g
B ◦ρ
is smooth.
As a consequence of Proposition 5.14 and the universal property of the projective limit, the
tower
J∞t (πB)
. . . Jk+1t (πB) J
k
t (πB) . . . B
πk+1,∞B π
k,∞
B π0,∞B
πk,k+1B
“completes” to a tower
Dg(πB)
J∞t (πB)
. . . Jk+1t (πB) J
k
t (πB) . . . B
π∞,gB
πk+1,∞B π
k,∞
B π
0,∞
B
πk,k+1B
of bundles over M . A similar fact is true for the holonomy groupoid H(TπgB ) of πB and the fibre
holonomy groupoids H(TπkB
) associated to the foliated jet bundles πkB : J
k
t (πB)→M .
Theorem 5.15. Let πB : B →M be a foliated bundle. Then for each k ∈ N, there are surjective
morphisms Πk,gB : H(TπgB)→H(TπkB
) and Πk,k+1B : H(Tπk+1B
)→H(TπkB
) of diffeological groupoids
for which Πk,gB = Π
k,k+1
B ◦ Π
k+1,g
B . Consequently we have a tower
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H(TπgB )
H(Tπ∞B )
. . . H(Tπk+1B
) H(TπkB
) . . . H(TπB )
Π∞,gB
Πk+1,∞B Π
k,∞
B
Π0,∞B
Πk,k+1B
of diffeological groupoids, which we refer to as the hierarchy of holonomy groupoids for the
foliated bundle πB.
Proof. Suppose that elements (γ1, d1) and (γ2, d2) of PT F (M) are contained in the same fibre
of TπgB : PT F (M) → Aut(πDg(πB)). Then they must also be contained in the same fibre of
TπkB
: PT F (M) → Aut(πkB) for any k. Indeed, consider the liftings L
g
B : PT F (M) ×s,πDg(M,F)
Dg(M,F ) → PHgB(Dg(πB)) and L
k
B : PT F (M) ×s,πkB
Jkt (πB) → PHkB
(Jkt (πB)) of Theorem
5.9 and Remark 5.4 respectively. Then the projection πk,gB : Dg(πB) → J
k
t (πB) induces a
surjective functor P πk,gB : P(Dg(πB)) → P(J
k
t (πB)), which in particular sends PHgB(Dg(πB))
onto PHkB
(Jkt (πB)) by Proposition 5.14. By Theorem 5.10, the diagram
PT F (M)×s,πDg(piB) Dg(πB) PH
g
B
(Dg(πB))
PT F (M)×s,πkB
Jkt (πB) PHkB
(Jkt (πB))
LgB
id×πk,gB P π
k,g
B
LkB
commutes. Thus, letting r(γ, d) := γ(d) denote the range map on any path space P(X), we
have TπgB
(γ1, d1) = TπgB
(γ2, d2) if and only if the equality
r ◦ LgB((γ1, d1), (x, [σ]x))(d1) = r ◦ L
g
B((γ2, d2), (x, [σ]x))(d2)
holds for all (x, [σ]x) ∈ Dg(πB), which implies the equality
r ◦ LgB((γ1, d1), j
k
xσ)(d1) = r ◦ L
g
B((γ2, d2), j
k
xσ)(d2),
for all jkxσ ∈ J
k
t (πB)x. Hence TπkB
(γ1, d1) = TπkB
(γ2, d2). Thus the surjective map
Πk,gB : H(TπgB ) ∋ [(γ, d)]g 7→ [(γ, d)]k ∈ H(TπkB
)
is a well-defined groupoid morphism which is, by definition of the quotient diffeology, smooth.
A similar argument shows that
Πk,k+1B : H(Tπk+1B
) ∋ [(γ, d)]k+1 7→ [(γ, d)]k ∈ H(TπkB
)
is a well-defined morphism of diffeological groupoids, and the equation Πk,gB = Π
k,k+1
B ◦ Π
k+1,g
B
is clear. Finally the commuting diagram given in the statement follows from the universal
property of the projective limit.
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Let us conclude with a final remark on the potential use of the hierarchy of holonomy
groupoids. The full leafwise path category is the “simplest” algebraic object one might use to
desingularise the leaf space of the foliation in the sense that its morphisms consist of explicitly
parametrised smooth paths. The holonomy groupoid H(TπgB), despite being “smaller”, is far
more complicated in the sense that to access one of its morphisms one needs to know not only an
explicit path, but also the full germ of the holonomy transformation it induces. As one proceeds
down the hierarchy, one encounters simpler groupoids whose morphisms may be accessed only
by solving parallel transport differential equations of increasing simplicity, which one expects to
be of greater use in any possible computational applications. Crucially, as will be explored in
a subsequent paper, the groupoid H(Tπ1B
) encodes the minimal amount of information required
to compute explicit representatives of equivariant characteristic classes.
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